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COMPANY DESCRIPTION 

Amino is a global leader in media and 
entertainment technology solutions. 

www.aminocom.com 
 

Resilience, growth and further potential 

We believe Amino’s H1 20A results demonstrate the resilience of the 
business and the benefits of the ongoing move towards a software-led 
business model. 24i continues to perform strongly, supported by stable 
profits (EBITDA) in the Amino segment. Both recorded a number of new 
contract wins during the period. The group also reported a significant 
improvement in revenue quality and the business remains underpinned by 
a solid financial position. We leave underlying forecasts unchanged 
following the announcement, however with the global COVID-19 pandemic 
ongoing, uncertainty on the H2 20E outlook clearly remains. 

▪ Resilient H1 20A results: Amino reported YoY revenue growth of 10% for 
H1 20A and a $0.2m improvement in adjusted EBITDA, post $0.6m of 
IFRS16 adjustments to $7.1m. Against the backdrop of the global COVID-
19 pandemic, we believe this is a highly commendable performance.  

▪ 24i performing strongly, stable margins within the Amino segment: With 
30% YoY organic revenue growth, H1 20A saw impressive growth from 24i, 
with the segment also delivering a $0.4m improvement in EBITDA. This 
was accompanied by stable profits (EBITDA) within the Amino segment. 
Both segments recorded a number of new contract wins during the 
period, and management continues to invest in new product development 
across the group.  

▪ Improved revenue quality: We believe that the improvement of three key 
indicators during H1 20A demonstrate a material improvement in revenue 
quality: 1) Software and services revenues now represent 26% of the total, 
reporting 167% YoY growth for H1 20A. 2) Annual run rate recurring 
revenue closed the period at $10.1m, having more than doubled vs H1 
19A. 3) Recurring revenue more than doubled over H1 19A at $5.1m, 13% 
of the total.   

▪ Financial position remains solid: The group closed the period with a gross 
cash balance of $4.3m and a net cash position of $2.1m. With an 
additional $13m of undrawn credit facilities, we continue to believe the 
group’s financial position remains solid. 

▪ Underlying forecasts unchanged: We leave underlying estimates 
unchanged following the release. Our current forecasts were originally 
issued pre-COVID-19 becoming a pandemic. We therefore expect to 
revisit them as the second half progresses.  
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FYE NOV ($M) 2017 2018 2019 2020E 2021E 

Revenue 96.1 88.9 77.2 81.9 82.6 

Adj EBITDA 20.5 16.8 14.8 19.2 20.0 

Fully Adj PBT 15.2 11.2 9.4 11.3 12.1 

Fully Adj EPS (c) 20.9 15.5 11.6 13.2 14.1 

EV/EBITDA (x) 6.1x 7.5x 8.5x 6.6x 6.3x 

PER (x) 8.1x 10.9x 14.5x 12.7x 12.0x 

Dividend yield 5.0% 5.5% 1.3% N/A N/A 

Source: Company Information and Progressive Equity Research estimates 
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2  Amino Technologies 

H1 20A financial performance 

With the group’s financial year ending in November, Amino’s H1 20A financial performance 
was clearly impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. The pandemic stimulated demand for a 
number of the group’s customers but presented supply chain challenges for Amino.  

With the bulk of the group’s device production facilities based in South East Asia, 
management got an early sighting of the potential impact of COVID on the business.  The 
executive team took decisive action back in March 2020, instigating remote working and 
ensuring that COVID had a minimal impact on the group’s supply chain. The group also 
supplied the Amino Engage customer support software to customers free of charge during 
the COVID period, seeing a 98% uplift in devices managed on the platform during the half. 

Against this challenging backdrop, in our view Amino delivered a resilient financial 
performance in H1 20A. Double digit revenue growth at the group level was accompanied 
by margin improvement in both business segments.  

Segmental performance 

Amino’s H1 20A divisional performance contains a number of key highlights:  

▪ The 24i business continues to report impressive growth – 30% YoY organic uplift in H1 
20A on a proforma basis. The segment now contributes around a fifth of group revenue.  

▪ Gross margins in the 24i segment remain high and the business has sustained positive 
EBITDA.  

▪ Profitability and cash generation remain strong in the Amino segment (80% of group 
revenue H1 20A), which saw a 1.8pp improvement in EBITDA margin and stable OpFCF 
during the half, despite the ongoing revenue impact from the move away from 
commodity hardware. 

The following charts demonstrate graphically the YoY comparisons of key financial metrics 
discussed in the bullets above.  

 
24i and Amino segmental performance H1 20A vs H1 19A ($m) 

 

24i Amino 

  
 

Source: Company Data 
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3  Amino Technologies 

In the new world of End-to-end (“E2E”) multiscreen TV and video delivery, we believe the 
businesses are highly complementary:  

The 24i segment is purely software and services, and includes the 24i Media business 
(online video specialist with competitive advantage in User Experiences and Interfaces – so 
called “UX/UI”) and Amino Communications Oy (online video service) that was injected into 
24i Media with the acquisition and rebranded as Smart Video. The Amino segment reflects 
sales of AminoVU devices, related support, AminoOS middleware and Amino SM device 
management platform. 

24i delivered 30% YoY organic revenue growth during the half, alongside a 150bp 
improvement in gross margin and a $0.4m improvement in EBITDA. 

H1 20A performance benefitted from governmental lockdowns driving significant growth 
in streaming volumes and end-user sign-ups from the existing customer base. One 
particular customer, a media VoD customer in North America increased active users by 
2000%. 24i also deployed a full E2E delivery platform for Dutch Mobile Virtual Network 
Operator (“MVNO”) Youfone and the group also deployed Smart Apps and Smart Video at 
Topic, a streaming video service based in New York.  

Profitability and cash generation in the Amino segment in our view remains strong. H1 20A 
EBITDA was stable at $8.0m. This was achieved despite an 8% YoY decline in segmental 
revenue. The segment saw good volume demand during the period, with the decline in 
revenue reflecting the ongoing repositioning of the business away from commodity 
hardware and the delay of certain device shipments into the second half.  

The Amino segment saw strong operational momentum during the period, with five 
operators across North America, EMEA and Asia selecting an Amino Operator Ready 
Android TV solution during the period and another three choosing AminoVU devices 
running AminoOS certified with Netflix.  

Having successfully completed two upcycling projects during H2 19, the business is 
undertaking a similar exercise for a European operator expected to deliver $5m of capital 
expenditure savings.  

Group revenue 

The Amino segment saw a slowdown in revenue attrition during the half, an 8% YoY decline 
compared with the 18% reported for FY 19A. The decline was more than offset by the 
contribution from the 24i segment.  

Software and services revenues now represent 26% of the total, reporting 167% YoY 
growth during the period. This was primarily due to the 24i acquisition, although software 
and services revenues attributable to the Amino segment also delivered YoY growth (+5% 
YoY)  

H1 20A also saw a material improvement in revenue quality. Exit Annual run rate recurring 
revenue closed the period at $10.1m, having more than doubled vs H1 19A. Recurring 
revenue more than doubled over H1 19A at $5.1m, 13% of the total.   

Group profitability 

With EBITDA stable in the Amino segment, a positive $0.2m contribution from 24i and 
central costs broadly stable at $1.1m Amino reported adjusted EBITDA at the group level 
of $7.1m for the period, a $0.2m, or 3% YoY improvement. However, EBITDA benefitted by 
the adoption of IFRS16, which moved c$0.6 of costs previously included within opex to 
depreciation and amortisation and financial expenses.  
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The group reported total depreciation and amortisation charges for the period of $5.5m, a 
1.6m uplift on H1 19A. The increase reflects the adoption of IFRS 16 discussed above and 
an additional $0.8m amortisation charge on intangibles recognised on acquisitions to 
$2.5m.  

Adjusted operating profit was $4.2m for the period ($4.7m H1 19A).  

Group cash performance and financial position 

Cash flow during the period was impacted by increased outflows on working capital due to 
delays in the supply chain. This was the key driver of a $2m decline in net cash generated 
from operating activities.  

The group continues to invest in new product development, with capitalised development 
costs seeing a $0.76m increase during the period to $2.6m. Amino also repaid $5.3m of 
borrowings during the half. 

The group closed the period with a gross cash balance of $4.3m and a net cash position of 
$2.1m. With an additional $13m of undrawn credit facilities, we continue to believe the 
group’s financial position remains solid.  

Outlook 

The release acknowledges that COVID-19 continues to present challenges in the short-
term, signalling that H2 20E demand for devices in the key North America territory (35% 
sales H1 20A) remains uncertain.  

Financials 

Underlying earnings estimates unchanged 

We make no changes to underlying earnings estimates following the release.  

Our adjusted EPS expectations are reduced by c3% in both forecast years. This reflects an 
expectation of a higher number of shares in issue than contained in our previous estimates.  

Our FY 20E reported PBT forecast is reduced by c$0.6m. This reflects the exceptional 
expensed contingent post-acquisition remuneration for 24i and the credit for royalty costs 
which were recorded in H1 20A.  

Stronger H2 performance expected 

In H1 20A, the group reported c46% and 37% of our respective FY 20E revenue and EBITDA 
estimates. Clearly both are below half of our full year estimates, implying a degree of risk 
to our forecasts. Our forecasts assume stronger financial performance in H2; however we 
believe the following points make this a not unrealistic expectation:  

▪ The H1 20E results release signals that certain contracts expected to complete in the 
first half slipped into H2 20E. 

▪ 24i was consolidated for approximately five months of FY 19A. The segment will make 
a full contribution to H2 20E financial performance 

▪ The Amino segment has traditionally seen a stronger revenue performance in the 
second half of the year. This is summarised in the following chart. 
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Amino – Group H1 / H2 revenue breakdown 2016A - 2020E 

 

Source: Company data.  

* 24i was consolidated for approximately five months  

+ 24i consolidated for a full twelve-month period.  
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Financial Summary: Amino Technologies 

Year end: November ($m unless shown)      
      
PROFIT & LOSS 2017 2018 2019 2020E 2021E 
Revenue 96.1  88.9  77.2  81.9  82.6  
Adj EBITDA 20.5  16.8  14.8  19.2  20.0  
Adj EBIT 15.1  11.2  10.2  11.5  12.3  
Reported PBT 13.3  7.7  3.5  6.7  8.0  
Fully Adj PBT 15.2  11.2  9.4  11.3  12.1  
NOPAT 15.1  11.2  10.2  11.5  12.3  
Reported EPS (c) 20.8  10.7  3.8  7.6  8.9  
Fully Adj EPS (c) 20.9  15.5  11.6  13.2  14.1  
Dividend per share (p) 6.7  7.3  1.7  0.0  0.0  

      
CASH FLOW & BALANCE SHEET 2017 2018 2019 2020E 2021E 
Operating cash flow 22.2  14.3  13.8  16.6  19.0  
Free Cash flow 15.3  9.5  8.5  8.8  10.8  
FCF per share (c) 20.9  13.0  11.3  11.2  13.6  
Capex (6.3) (4.8) (4.2) (6.5) (7.0) 
Acquisitions (0.5) 0.0  (18.9) (1.0) (1.0) 
Dividends (5.6) (6.8) (6.9) 0.0  0.0  
Net cash flow 9.6  2.9  (11.7) 7.8  9.8  
Shares issued 0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  
Other movements 0.0  0.0  (7.2) 0.0  0.0  
Net (Debt)/Cash 17.4  20.3  1.4  9.2  19.0  

      
NAV AND RETURNS 2017 2018 2019 2020E 2021E 
Net asset value 73.1  73.5  76.3  82.1  89.2  
NAV/share (c) 99.6  100.9  101.3  104.0  112.9  
Net Tangible Asset Value 0.8  1.0  1.2  1.4  1.6  
NTAV/share (c) 1.1  1.4  1.6  1.8  2.1  
Average equity 59.5  73.3  74.9  79.2  85.6  
Post-tax ROE (%) 25.7% 10.6% 3.8% 7.3% 8.2% 

      
METRICS  2018 2019 2020E 2021E 
Revenue growth  (7.5%) (13.2%) 6.1% 0.8% 
Adj EBITDA growth  (18.3%) (11.6%) 29.8% 3.8% 
Adj EBIT growth  (25.9%) (8.4%) 12.7% 6.4% 
Adj PBT growth  (26.1%) (16.3%) 20.8% 6.5% 
Adj EPS growth  (26.1%) (25.0%) 14.1% 6.5% 
Dividend growth  9.9% (77.0%) (100.0%) N/A 
Adj EBIT margins  12.5% 13.2% 14.1% 14.8% 

      
VALUATION 2017 2018 2019 2020E 2021E 
EV/Sales (x) 1.3 1.4 1.6 1.5 1.5 
EV/EBITDA (x) 6.1 7.5 8.5 6.6 6.3 
EV/NOPAT (x) 8.4 11.3 12.3 10.9 10.3 
PER (x) 8.1 10.9 14.5 12.7 12.0 
Dividend yield 5.0% 5.5% 1.3% N/A N/A 
FCF yield 12.4% 7.7% 6.7% 6.6% 8.1% 

 

Source: Company information and Progressive Equity Research estimates 
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To arrange a meeting with the management team, or for further information about Progressive, please contact: 
Emily Ritchie 
+44 (0) 20 7781 5311 
eritchie@progressive-research.com 
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